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ECONOMUSE 

 NBN fiddles while Roma buffers 

Another CVC consultation offers no relief 

The two major problems with the nbn (the company) business model are the pricing structure and 
the future level of prices due to the cost of the NBN (the network).  
 
This month the nbn concluded its third, secret (Product Development Forum members only) 
consultation on CVC pricing. It seems that it is stuck on Dimension Based Discounts (DBD); and the 
latest iteration is not going to make the industry any happier and make some (Telstra) outraged. 
 
The concept of DBDs was floated as Option 4 in its first secret consultation paper in July 2014. As I 
noted in Hobson’s Choice, that consultation paper canvassed 5 options; but not the option that 
simplifies pricing while making it more affordable.  
 
The dimension that DBDs address is the level of provisioning (Kbps/end user) which is reflected in 
the lumps of CVC capacity ordered; which also defines the contention ratio. The idea is that Retail 
Service Providers (RSPs) are rewarded for providing a better quality of service (lower contention 
ratio through higher provisioning levels). That is what RSPs do in their backhaul networks. But, the 
CVC is not backhaul: it is a “pricing construct”.  So, why price it like conventional backhaul?  
 
The nbn claims that CVC provisioning allows its RSP customers to differentiate value claims (i.e. 
permits lower costs with lower provisioning) or segment, say, business and residential markets (i.e. 
for different levels of contention/provisioning). But, they can do that within their own networks if 
they choose. The nbn should not force them do that within in its own access network when it is 
not necessary – simply charge for traffic rather than create artificial CVC bottlenecks. 
 
The second secret consultation in November 2015 proposed a two year trial of DBDs starting in 
April 2016 and available only in “non-transitional Connectivity Service Areas” (i.e. where over 
30,000 NBN serviceable premises exist). There were six discount tiers beginning with a $0.50 
discount where 400Kbps per end user was provisioned through to a $6 discount for provisioning 
over 1,500Kbps per end user.  
 
Of course, there are millions of voice-only lines where provisioning is not relevant because each 
TC-4 (best efforts traffic class) AVC comes with 150 Kbps free at TC-1 (high priority for voice). For 
RSPs like Telstra with many voice-only customers, the 
measured level of provisioning is made lower, 
reducing its access to CVC (DBD) discounts. So, in this 
second paper, the nbn proposed that such RSPs could 
effectively exclude voice lines by allocating zero Mbps to such lines (option B above).  
 
In April 2016, Bill Morrow foreshadowed a third iteration of DBDs to be implemented in June 2016 
with more changes to follow. He suggested that the level of provisioning would be measured 
across all RSPs (option C above, with no mention of D). That is, the single measured provisioning 
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level would determine the CVC discount for all wholesale customers. At that time, the average was 
between 600 and 800 Kbps/end user so the listed CVC price should have fallen from $17.50 to 
$15.75; but this did not happen according to the current price list. The trials, if they happened, 
were limited to a few areas and so prices used are not public. 
 
The problem with Bill’s approach is that is that RSPs that provide a high level of provisioning 
effectively cross-subsidise the cheap skates because the overall average determines a single CVC 
price for all RSPs. So, the nbn reverted to its previous position in the third secret consultation 
paper of November 2016 – except that now there is no option B. Telstra must be livid.  
 
Still on pricing structure, simplify AVC pricing. The nbn is puzzled why over 80% of its lines (AVCs) 
at the end of September were at 25 Mbps or less. It says that many consumers believe NBN stands 
for ultra-fast broadband and 
mistakenly believe that's what 
they will get when they sign up 
for the basic service. It costs 
no more to provide 100 Mbps 
than 25 Mbps (platform 
permitting), so give them what 
they have a right to expect.  
 
The chart shows what should 
be possible with current retail 
and nbn pricing boxed.  
 
Moving on, the real problem 
with the business model is not 
CVCs, with or without DBDs, 
but the nbn’s reluctance to cut 
prices because it wants to claw 
back the revenues it has foregone by pricing below cost. The ACCC has allowed the difference 
between what the nbn could have charged and what it actually charged to accumulate with 
interest in the infamous ICRA (Initial Cost Recovery Account). That is the future level of prices is 
compromised by the ICRA. But you cannot abolish it without also writing down assets; otherwise 
the nbn will never make a return on investment. 
 
NBN’s determination to hold on to its flawed pricing model and maintain the illusion that it might 

yet make a return is killing Australia’s broadband ambitions. We are falling down the global speed 

rankings and plumbing the depths of non-affordability as we rush to the end of construction.  

 

Fiddling in secret isn’t the answer. 

 

John de Ridder  
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